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Abstract 
     In Radiofísica of Santa Fe, like final work of the career of 

Bioengineering, a phantom developed with the purpose of being used in 
accreditation of mammography’s services, where the inserted ones that 
simulate small fibbers, the nodules and the micro-calcifications arrange in 
random form, in such a way that the professional that reads the 
mammographic film does not know its distribution a priori.  

For that reason with a taking (with the best technique, than he 
determines the one that makes the practice, for a normal breast of 4.2 cm 
of compressed thickness), the informant  it indicates what sees and in 
what place of the film is, and thus to obtain a number; this is 
complemented more with two actions, on the one hand a minimum 
evaluation of the service is made, (that registry takes of the made studies, 
that structured program of qualification they have, that percentage gives 
them  control program of repetition of film, that control of the revealed 
make systematically and that control of quality of the equipment carries 
out). 

 In order to complete this evaluation the capture of the phantom has a 
TLD´s chip to be able to read in addition its dose to entrance in skin, that 
serves next to the record as the reading as the film as phantom and the fact 
to me to have implemented a minimum program of QC; to determine a 
priori and in  very fast forms, if that audited service can credit or no, to 
join a program of pre-clinical detection of the mammary cancer. 
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